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Abstract
Recent studies have shown that moderate to high data
redundancy exists in primary storage systems, such as
VM-based, enterprise and HPC storage systems, which
indicates that the data deduplication technology can be
used to effectively reduce the write traffic and storage
space in such environments. However, our
experimental studies reveal that applying data
deduplication to primary storage systems will cause
space contention in main memory and data
fragmentation on disks. This is in part because
applying data deduplication introduces significant
index memory overhead to the existing system and in
part because a file or block is split into multiple small
data chunks that are often located in non-sequential
locations on disks after deduplication. This
fragmentation of data can cause a subsequent read
operation to invoke many disk I/O requests, thus
leading to performance degradation.
The existing primary data deduplication schemes, such
as iDedup[1], are to leverage spatial locality in that
they only select the large requests to deduplicate and
exclude the small requests (e.g., 4KB, 8KB or less)
because the latter only account for a tiny fraction of the
storage capacity requirement[2]. Moreover, these
schemes tend to overlook the importance of cache
management, leading them to manage the index cache
and the read cache separately. However, previous
workload studies on primary storage systems have
revealed that small I/O requests dominate in the
primary storage systems (more than 50%) and are at
the root of the system performance bottleneck.
Furthermore, the accesses in primary storage systems
exhibit obvious I/O burstiness. The existing primarystorage data deduplication schemes fail to consider
these workload characteristics in primary storage
systems from the performance’s perspective. We argue
that, primary-storage data deduplication schemes
should take the workload characteristics of primary
storage into the design considerations.
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To address the two problems and take the primarystorage workload characteristics into considerations,
we propose a Performance-Oriented I/O Deduplication
approach, POD, to improving the I/O performance of
primary storage systems in the Cloud. POD takes a
two-pronged deduplication approach to improve
primary storage systems, a request-based I/O and data
deduplication scheme, called Select-Dedupe,aimed at
alleviating data fragmentation and an adaptive memory
management scheme, called iCache, to ease the main
memory contention. More specifically, the former
takes the workload characteristics of small-I/O-request
domination into the design considerations. It
deduplicates all the write requests if their write data is
already stored sequentially on disks, including the
small write requests that would otherwise be excluded
from by the capacity-oriented deduplication schemes.
For other write requests, Select-Dedupe does not
deduplicate their redundant write data to maintain the
performance of the subsequent read requests to these
data. iCache takes the I/O burstiness characteristics
into the design considerations. It dynamically adjusts
the cache space between the index cache and the read
cache according to the workload characteristics, and
swaps these data between memory and backend storage
devices accordingly. During the write-intensive bursty
periods, iCache enlarges the index cache size and
shrinks the read cache size to detect much more
redundant write requests, thus improving the write
performance. The read cache size is enlarged to cache
more hot read data to improve the read performance
during the read-intensive bursty periods.
The prototype of the POD scheme is implemented as
an embedded module at the block-device level with the
fixed-size chunking method. Preliminary evaluations
driven by the real traces conducted on our lightweight
POD prototype implementation show that POD
significantly outperforms iDedup in improving the
performance of primary storage systems in the Cloud.
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